
Learn the tools and skills needed to conduct
attacks more efficiently and creatively.

 

ZOOM
WEBINAR

 
9th & 10th

May

    Day 1: 10:00 - 13:30
    Day 2: 10:00 - 14:00

ATTACK IN CHESS!
 

with GM Alex Baburin 
& IM Alex Lopez

2 days. 4 lessons. More than 6 hours of
instruction by two of Ireland's top players.

ALEX LOPEZ
3-time Irish Champion

ALEX BABURIN   
 Board 1 for Ireland

in 9 Olympiads

Full price €65 ||  Juniors (u-20) €55
Early bird: : €10 discount before 7th May

Who can join? Anybody 11 years or older.
Who is the course designed for? Open to all. Material and pace of
instruction will be geared towards 1400-1800 strength players.



 
 

Saturday 9th 
 
10:00 - 10:15 -- Course introduction with
both Alex's. 
 
10:15 - 11:30 -- The role of pawn structures
in attack, with GM Baburin.
 
12:00 - 13:30 -- Piece harmony and success
in attack, with IM Lopez
 
 

 
 

Sunday 10th
 
10:00 - 11:30 -- Attacking methods &
maneuvers, with GM Baburin
 
12:00 - 13:30 -- Building your knowledge of
tactical motifs, with IM Lopez
 
13:30 - 13:45 - Course summary / Q&A with both
Alex's.
 
 

Schedule

Additional Details

How to Register

 Early registration is advised as the number of participants may be limited.

 In the event that the webinar is cancelled, all participants will receive a refund.

 Should a participant wish to withdraw he/she is entitled to a full refund provided

they send an e-mail to baburin@gmail.com at least 24 hours prior to

commencement of webinar.

The webinar may be recorded for the purposes of creating short-form content (e.g

Youtube highlights). In the case that the highlighted section contains a student's face

or voice, the permission of the student will be requested in advance. 

 Participants will receive a PGN after the webinar as a supplementary resource.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Please email Alex Baburin at baburin@gmail.com. You should provide your name,
and ICU rating. 
 
Payment should be made via bank transfer or PayPal. 

Bank transfer: IBAN: IE70ULSB98533015276069; SWIFT (BIC): ULSBIE2D 
PayPal: baburin@gmail.com 

 

What software will I need?
After your registration, you will receive an email with login information related to the
webinar. You will need to have ZOOM installed. If you do not have this program
already, you can download it from www.zoom.us - note that a free version will do!


